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• Santa would be proud
University plans holiday festivities
By Kevin Brooks
For the Maine Campus
That time of year is upon us
yet again. The holiday season,
often the most stressful time of
year, is before us. With only 18
days left until the New Year,
there's a lot to do in what often
seems like too little time.
In the spirit of the season,
the university has a few events
planned. Items from bookstore
sales to visiting the presi-
dent's house are slated for the
coming weeks.
On Dec. 14, a tree lighting cer-
emony will be held on the mall
near Fogler Library. The lighting
will occur at 6:30 p.m.
Immediately following the
spectacle, students and faculty
of the University of Maine com-
munity are invited to join
President Peter S. Hoff and his
wife, Dianne, for an open house
at their residence on campus.
Hours for the open house will be
from 7 to 9 p.m.
This particular New Year
brings with it a lot of hype as to
what will happen when the clocks
strike midnight. To prepare every-
one for the inevitable arrival of
the year 2000, the Information
Technologies department has
scheduled a forum to help answer
questions about what may happen
when the century ends.
"The Y2K Apocalypse: The
End of Civilization?" will be
presented at 4:10 p.m, Dec. 15.
in the Soderberg Center of
Jenness Hall. The talk, present-
ed by George Markowsky, is
part of the Computer Science
Seminar Series.
To celebrate the end of the
semester, the century and the
Memorial Union as we know it,
the Center for Students and
Community Life has planned the
See HOLIDAY on page 3
As the snow came down, junior Alyssa Caldwell took a seat on Santa's knee Saturday morning
in the Bookstore. (Scott Shelton photo.)
• Millions for the masses
Coke money decisions made by Hoff
By Matthew Paul
Maine Campus staff
Showing the patience and
resolve of a judge and the dedi-
cation of a teacher and adminis-
trator, University of Maine
President Peter S. Hoff has
reached a decision about "the
Coke money."
In a letter addressed to the
"members of the UMaine com-
munity" today, Hoff outlined
plans for the $3.2 million
granted through an exclusive
partnership with the Coca-
Cola Co.
UMaine reached an agree-
ment with the Coca-Cola Co. in
August, making the Fortune 500
company the exclusive soft drink
vendor on campus. The deal
appropriates more than $3 mil-
lion to the um crsity in exchange
for exclusive vending rights for
the next 10 years.
In determining the direction
and amounts of money to be dis-
persed throughout the universi-
ty's organizations, Hoff favored
academic improvements to extra-
curricular advances. His
approach will most likely benefit
every segment of the school's
population — students, faculty
and staff alike.
Classrooms and teaching lab-
oratories will receive a plurality
of the money, bringing in nearly
$1.2 million in the coming
decade. The money will be used
for renovations and technology
improvements in some buildings
on campus.
In determining where the
money would go, Hoff kept him-
self abreast of a variety of public
forums, including FirstClass
folders, direct correspondence
and letters to The Maine
Campus.
He said in his letter that gen-
eral improvements for class-
rooms were mentioned by "near-
ly everyone who expressed an
interest [in the direction of the
money]."
Another large part of the
See COKE on page 4
• Shopping and finals
Panel discussed dealing with holiday stress
By Debra Hatch
Maine Campus staff
The holiday season can be a
stressful time for many people
with having to prepare for the
holidays, shop for presents and
schedule time for everything that
needs to be done — from finals
to work and family.
But it doesn't have to be as
stressful as many people make
the holiday season out to be.
In a discussion sponsored by
the Employee Assistance
Program, Holly Tracy, a
licensed clinical psychologist,
led the small group of women
who gathered in the North
Lown room on Friday, Dec. 10,
detailing some of the reasons
and symptoms for streSs around
the holidays. Tracy has worked
with companies including '
Johnson and Johnson, Shell Oil
Co., the Southland Corporation
and the University of
Maryland's Employee
Assistance program.
Tracy said that there are a lot
of things about stress that people
know but tend to forget. They
also have trouble remembering
how to handle stress and what it
does to the body.
"The $64,000 question is how
can we change how we handle
stress," Tracy said.
Stress is often associated with
major changes in a person's life.
These include the death of a fam-
ily member or friend, learning to
live after divorce, starting col-
lege, moving to a new apartment
or suffering a great loss. Stress
can also be found in small
changes or demand§ on a per-
son's time.
And stress, Tracy said, is one
of the six leading causes of death
in the country.
Small stresses are what Tracy
calls the "Chinese water torture
See STRESS on page 3
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• Finals before fun
Late break schedule causes distress
By Jillian Trapini
For the Maine Campus
Many students have been wondering
lately why this semester is ending so late.
Many rumors are circulating around cam-
pus about the cause of the late break, how-
ever none of them seem reasonable.
Although many students feel it will be
nice to have an entire month off to make
some money and relax, they are still frus-
trated by the prospect of getting out two
days before Christmas.
With the last day of finals being Dec.
23, many students are crammed for time,
work, studying and buying Christmas
gifts. Many are feeling rather annoyed
with the university for not cutting the
campus community some slack regarding
the timing of break.
Many students who have to fly home
are unable to leave before Christmas Eve,
and some are even unable to fly out before
Christmas at all.
However, there is not a lot the univer-
sity can do about this.
"This calendar issue is unsolvable,"
said Gloria Vollmers, president of faculty
senate. "It comes up every five years."
Although the Faculty Senate votes to
pass the proposed academic calendar,
many members are not content with stay-
ing this late in the semester but see no
solution to the situation.
"The whole issue is more or less cen-
tered around Labor Day," Vollmers said.
"Many students work in the tourist
industry and are needed to work through
that weekend."
Vollmers said although that is one of
the main concerns with Labor Day, there
are no actual statistics on how many stu-
dents work in the tourist industry and no
real way of finding out.
Since the university gets some funding
from businesses around the state who
employ many students, it wants to help
these supporters who need help over holi-
day and students who need the money.
Vollmers explained the reason school
won't start before Labor Day.
"[It is] because the teacher contract
starts Sept. 1, and would be a union issue
to start classes before the contract starts.
"On top of the Labor day issue," said
Vollmers, "we are already lower in the
number of days of class [in a semester]
than peer institutions. We should have at
least 60, and would look bad if we had
fewer than that."
Many schools start as early as Aug. 15,
but don't seem to have an issue with Labor
Day. This is because they have started
early enough to have a vacation.
"I don't like getting out this late
because I would like to spend time with
my family before Christmas, but it is
hard because I have a summer job and
wouldn't want to leave that early
either," said Andrea Harris, a third-year
elementary education major. "It's a no-
win situation."
"It is very hard to please everybody,
there is no real compromise," said
Vollmers. "We will be voting on this again
this year for the next time it comes up,
which is the year 2004. This doesn't hap-
pen every year."
Although it may seem frustrating to
have to take finals two days before
Christmas, professors are most likely
equally as eager to get out of here and
spend time with their families.
Instructors are also faced with 72-
hour deadlines to have their final
grades in, so many of them may have to
take time out of Christmas day to hand
them in.
Be kind this holiday season. The
semester will be over when it's over.
• Library lends computers
Laptops available for students at Fogler
By Kimberly Leonard
For the Maine Campus
Students have a wide variety of
technological options at the University
of Maine. Now these include the
school's most recent addition: wireless
laptop computers.
The laptops made their debut on Nov.
15. Since their introduction, few students
and faculty have taken the opportunity to
use them.
The Digital HiNote VP laptops are
easily accessed through the listening
center on the second floor of the Fogler
Library. The listening center requires
that each student who checks out a lap-
top sign a contract stating that the user
takes financial responsibility for the
computer. The laptops are available in
three-hour loans and can be renewed if
more time is needed.
The contract gives basic instruction for
the use of the computers and handling
hints. It asks the user to never leave the
laptop under any circumstances, not to
touch the screen and not to eat or drink
near the computers. The contract also
incorporates a disclaimer saying the
library is not responsible for any work
that is lost or damaged.
Two forms of identification are
required to use the laptops. The borrow-
er's driver's license and MaineCard are
both taken and held until the time the lap-
top is returned to the listening center.
At this time, the service is not open to
those who do not hold a driver's license,
according to Gail Garthwait, head of the
learning materials and listening center.
See LAPTOP on page 4
To All University of Maine Students
President Peter Hoff and his wife Dianne
invite you to join them for the
Annual Tree Lighting Ceremony
on the mall, in front of Fogler Library
December 14, 1999
at 6:30 p.m.
Immediately following the tree lighting,
President and Mrs. Hoff will host a
Holiday Open House for all Students
at the President's House
7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
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Stress from page 1
With the holiday season upon us, senior Brenda Bilotta took some time
Thursday night to have fun and do some finger painting. The stress-busting
party held in the Peabody Lounge gave all participants time to forget their wor-
ries and have a good time. (Scott Shelton photo.)
Holiday from page 1
Au Revoir Celebration. The event will be
held on the last day of classes, Dec. 17,
from 4 to 7 p.m. in the Memorial Union.
Hors d'oeuvres, dessert, dancing and
other entertainment will: be. sponsored by
student groups throughout the Union. The
Pat Michaud Big Band will be playing in
the Union foyer where Chuck McKay will
give swing dance instructions.
Finals will be held starting at 8 a.m.
Monday, Dec. 20, until 3:30 p.m.
Thursday, Dec. 23. While many activities
on campus remain dormant during this
time, the Class of 1944 Hall will be a
showcase for one of the area's most
renowned a cappella groups.
Impromptu! will perform its annual
Christmas Celebration for the first time on
the UMaine campus. The show will be
held in the Minsky Recital Hall on Dec.
22, at 7:30 p.m.
Time may be short during the holiday
season, but there is plenty to do on the
UMaine campus until winter break.
Help Select
the
UmNeNtyl
of Maine
Clas$ roo
fo( the
yjear
2.000!
The Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee is calling
for nominations for next year's Class Book. The selection
criteria are as follows:
The Class Book should be of sufficient intellectual rigor
and cultural interest to engage faculty, staff and students
yet broad enough to appeal to a diverse academic commu-
nity.
The Class Book should be available in paperback and rea-
sonable in cost.
Keep in mind that the Class Book becomes a part of the
curriculum for ENG 101, College Composition, as well as
for other university courses. To make a nomination, send
along a copy of the book (it will be returned to you at the
end of the selection process) and a statement of no more
than one page outlining the arguments in its favor to
Owen Smith, Chair
Academic Affairs Committee
Carnegie Hall, Campus
Deadline is December 23,1999.
To learn more about the University of Maine Class Book,
visit its website at
http•illibraries maine edu/oroclass Johnson/midwife.htm 
of stress."
They are the daily, insistent parts of
everyone's lives that can really ad up in
the long run, she said. The small stresses
in life, when added to large events can
often push someone over the threshold of
how much they can handle. According to
Tracy, managing stress is the key.
Tracy said the symptoms of stress
include eating too much or too little,
headaches, drinking, using drugs, being
irritable and feeling stupid or guilty for
feeling stupid.
Self-induced stress, or stress caused
by taking on others' stress or inner com-
mentary on how you are feeling and han-
dling things is often some of the hardest
stress to counter. But if it is left without
being taken care of, it can take control of
and change your life.
Tracy talked about the fact that the
level of stress in any person's life can also
drain energy.
When a person is under stress the
body reacts in a very chemically strong
way by releasing a hormone called corti-
sol, which is corrosive to the body.
Cortisol constricts the blood vessels,
causing high blood pressure and several
other changes.
In addition, the immune system is
lowered, allowing people to catch colds,
viruses and the flu easier than when they
are not under stress.
To reduce stress there are several basic
things that a person can do.
Emotional support is one of the best
ways to beat stress. Tracy said people
who belong to support groups tend to
handle stress better than those who don't
have an emotional support system.
Tracy said that when people are
stressed they tend to minimize their own
needs as well as take on other people's
stress. Tracy and the attendees of the dis-
cussion suggested several things that have
helped them out.
Some of the ideas included placing
candles around the home, having a vile of
green apple shampoo, which has been
proven to calm people down, taking baths,
being assertive, exercising regularly and
receiving massages. Other suggestions
included things as small as eating away
from the desk at work for a change of
scenery and a visual shift, practicing yoga
and tai chi and listening to relaxing music.
Watching finances can also decrease
stress. Tracy said that it is not always nec-
essary to buy everyone a present for the
holiday season and limiting finances can
often help out quite a bit. Setting limits is
another important part of decreasing the
amount of stress in a person's life.
Tracy also said deep breathing tech-
niques work to calm down the body and
help begin relaxation. Breathing in and
from the diaphragm while telling your-
self, "I am cool, I am relaxed" [or warm if
you are too warm] helps to let the body
know to slow down.
But the real solution is to pay attention
to what helps a particular individual. Not
everything works for each separate per-
son and choosing what works best for you
can help to make the holidays a great time
for everyone involved.
University o
n i ny Services
presents:
WINTERFEST
December 15, 1999
Oiassail Bowl
Assorted Crudites, Fruits ,and Cheeses
Bullet or Prepli-c,i Salads
Roast Prime Rib au )us
Chicken Florentine in Puff Pastry
Festive Pest° Pasta
Baked Potatoes with Herb Butter
Pes rici Pearl Onions
Parslied Baby Carrots
Assorted Holiday Breads
Assorted Holiday Baked Goods
Yule Logs
Needhams
The WinterFest meal will he served in Hilltop, Stewart, Stod,ler, aiA York Commons. Pinner
service begins at 430 pm. You may use a board plan meal, $6.85 inMaineCard Funds or
Pining Funds, or $7.30 cash (+ tax) cash 04.70 for children 10 or under).
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• Lies, sex and mares in heat
E-mail about date rape drug quelled
By Brandy Warren
College Heights Herald
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (U-WIRE)
— Women on college campuses across
the nation have been receiving alarming
e-mails warning them about a new drug
that date rapists are using. The rapist
uses the new drug, Progesterex, to
simultaneously sterilize and knock out
women so that they may be raped and
not become pregnant.
The e-mail is a hoax.
"It's an urban myth," said Theresa
Edmundson, assistant health educator at
Student Health Services at Western
Kentucky University.
Comments and second-hand testi-
monials have been sent through e-mail
to women across the country. The e-
mails claim that a horse sterilization pill
called Progesterex has been used to
rape women on college campuses across
the nation. It says the drug is adminis-
tered by mixing it with alcohol or soda.
It sterilizes women so that the woman
cannot become pregnant, according to
the e-mail.
The U.S. Food and Drug
Administration and the American
Veterinary Medical Association say the
drug does not exist. Experts say the only
drug that is similar to the stated purpose of
Progesterex is a drug called Estrus, which
is used to temporarily prevent mares from
coming into heat.
Coke from page 1
money — more than $1 million according
to Hoff's letter — has been reserved for
Fogler Library. Improvements for the
library were also prominent concerns in
public opinion.
The money set aside for the library will
be used to expand its current collection.
The remainder of the money from
the deal was broken down into more
specialized needs. It will serve to take
care of extra-curricular based activities
and general improvements for universi-
ty life.
Maine Bound stands to benefit a
great deal from the distribution of the
money. The outdoor education pro-
gram will receive $350,000 from the
university in conjunction with the
Coke agreement.
The money will not be free and clear
for Maine Bound, however. The organiza-
tion will garner half the money —
$175,000— in the form of a loan. It must
pay the loan back within the next 10 years.
As Maine Bound pays back its loan,
the university will forward the payments
to Fogler Library, which will use the cap-
ital for general improvements.
The May graduation ceremony will get
a direct lift from the contract as well.
Seventy-thousand dollars has been appro-
priated to buy new chairs, which can be
placed on the artificial turf of Morse Field
at Harold Alfond Sports Stadium.
The new chairs will allow for the com-
mencement ceremonies to take place out-
doors, rather than in Alfond Arena. The
size of the venue will also enable the uni-
WMEB would like to thank Mike
McCauley, Asst. Professor of Journalism
and Mass Communications, for his extraor-
dinary efforts on behalf of WMEB this year.
Without his hard work and dedication, our
new tower would not be up and running,
and WMEB may not even be on the air.
From all of us at WMEB,
thank you Mike.
14 4A 11 :14ii\al&
CO \ITINUING EDUCATION DIVISION
Take a class during W inter Session!
Classes are offered from January 3, 2000 - January 21, 2000
versity to consolidate two separate cere-
monies into one.
The final appropriation will be a
$42,000 stipend to draw up plans for a
new fitness center. When more money
becomes available, the university will use
the plans to build a new facility.
Another $480,000 remains unspoken
for as of yet. This cash "will be used as
contingency funds, with the possibility
that eventually they could be used to aug-
ment the above-listed allocations or to
fund new opportunities," according to
Hoff's letter.
The letter noted that "almost 1,000
people participated directly in offering
suggestions and advice," while many
more were involved through representa-
tion.
Hoff said the new plan meets the orig-
inal goals he set for the university.
"I believe that this plan best meets the
criteria we established for serving stu-
dents," Hoff wrote. "The general consen-
sus throughout the discussions was that
the university and its students would be
better served by concentrating on a few
areas of clear and addressable need, rather
than dilute the overall benefits of the
Coca-Cola money by spreading it thinly
over a broad variety of projects."
Hoff also noted organizations and
causes that did not receive a cut of the
money. He agreed that many organiza-
tions must be addressed, such as park-
ing, the Memorial Union, student schol-
arships and technology. However, he
feels that other monetary sources can be
found to make sure everyone has what
they need.
Laptop from page 2
Garthwait said the library will attempt to
address and resolve this issue so the lap-
tops will be open to all students.
The staff of the listening center also
gives a brief of how to care for the com-
puter and its components. The comput-
er includes a WaveLan Card, which
allows it to access the internet and
FirstClass systems, a CD-ROM drive, a
3.5-inch floppy disk drive and two
rechargeable batteries.
The Internet and FirstClass system
can be accessed from the second and
third floors of the library. According to
a library assistant, Larry Corbet, the
library is looking into antennas, which
would allow the laptops to be used in
other areas of the library, as well as out-
side the library.
The programs available on the laptops
2 WEEK kTV COURSES
ANT 120 Religions of the World
ENG 245 American Short Fiction
ENCi 229 Cult Horror Films
offer a wide selection of activities.
Users can access the FirstClass sys-
tem or browse the Internet. The comput-
ers also carry Microsoft Office 2000,
which includes Word, Excel,
PowerPoint, Publisher and Front Page.
Other programs include Microsoft Office
Small Business, Acrobat Reader 4.0 and
all the other amenities any computer in a
cluster would offer.
Corbet said only about 20 members of
the university community have taken
advantage of the laptops so far and said he
hopes more people will take advantage of
the new resource.
He added the staff of the center is
attempting to make the process as con-
venient as possible and have had very few
negative comments thus far and no dam-
ages to the systems.
THE UNIVERSITY OF
3 WEEK WEB COURSES
EDW 462 Workshop in Elementary Education: Online Resources
**
EDW 472 Workshop in Secondary Education: Online Resources  
INT 329 The Individual and the Community
More classes offered on the Orono campus too!
For more information about available classes contact CED at
122 Chadbourne Hall, Orono, ME 04469-5713
Tel: 581-3144 Fax: 581-3141 E-mail: cedss@umit.maine.edu
Web Site: wvvvv.ume.maine.eduiced/winter/
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Holiday Sale!
Computer Connection, your campus computer store.
28 Shibles Hall, University of Maine
Dell Desktops
DELL OptiPlex GX100/T
433 MHz Celeron Processor
15" Dell E550 Monitor
64 MB RAM
6.4 GB Hard Drive
Integrated 4MB Video
SoundBlaster PC1 Audio
Integrated 10/1(X) Ethernet
40X CD-ROM
Windows 98 ,
3 Year On-Site Warranty
$999
Options: 
128 MB total RAM $89
Upgrade to CD-RVY' $146
Upgrade to DVD-ROM $73
TNT 16MB Video $90
8 MB total Video RAM $24
56k Modern • $65
100 MB Zip Drive $89
„,.
DELL OptiPlex GX1/M+
500 MHz Pentium Ill Processor
17" Dell M770 (16" vis) Monitor
64 MB RAM
6.4 GB Hard Drive
Integrated 8MB Video
Integrated Sound
Integrated 10/100 Ethernet
40X. CD-ROM
Windows 98.
111(195 Speakers
3 Year On-Site Warranty
$1299
(207) 581-2580
(800) 261-5543
Iiitp://ceweb.utnecit.maine.edit
DELL OptiPlex GX1/T+
500 MHz Pentium Ill Processor
17" Dell M770 (16" vis) Monitor
128 MB RAM
10 GB Hard Drive
Integrated 4MB Video
Integrated Sound
Integrated 10/100 Ethernet
40X CD-ROM
1(X) MB Zip Drive
Windows 98
3 Year On-Site Warranty
$1499
Options: Options:
128 MB total RAM $89 Upgrade to CD-RW $146
Upgrade to CD-RW $146 Upgrade to DVD-RON1 $73
Upgrade to DVD-ROM $73 TNT 16MB Video $90
TNT 16MB Video $90 56k Modem $65
56k Modem $65 19" P991 Monitor $389
19" P991 Monitor $389 8 MB total Video RAM $24
1(X) MB Zip Drive $89
tip Inkjet Printers
HP DeskJet 810c
HP DeskJet 83(k
H.P DeskJet 880c
HP DeskJet 895cxi
HP DeskJet 970ex1
DP Laser Printers
HP 1100x (PC) .
HP 2100m (Mac)
LIP anCnil (Network)
(601h600dp1 w RP:0 PC & Mac USB
6.5ppm / 4.5ppm color $139,
Epson Inkjet Printers
1144070211dpil PC & Mac ttsit
8ppin / 5ppm color $199. 740 ()ppm / 51)pm color $139.4
9ppm / 6.5ppm color $229. 750 Photo 40- I 1 min $289.
Ilppm I 8.8ppm color $269, 760 7ppm / 6ppm color $190
2ppm / I Oppm color $389. 860 9.5ppm / 7ppm color $239
Epson Laser Printers
6 ppm, 6(X)dpi $369. EPL-5700i 8ppm. 1200dpi $330.*
lOppm, 1200dpi $709. * after $50 mail in rebate
17 ppm, 1200dpi $1329. ** after $30 mail in rebate
Printer supplies: cartridges, toners, and papers at big savings.
TOSHIBA
Toshiba Equium 7100D Desktop Computers
11114i)0. 6.4 GB Hard Drive, 64 MB HAM. -lox CD 8N113 All Video, Sound liltistcr Pro, 10/100 ethernet. Win95 $869
P111450, S GB Hard Drive. 12,S :MB RAM, ails CD-ROM, 8MB All Video, St ;and (31:1stel. ),14/10!t!titeSflet, Wig 9S $979
P111510, 12.9 GB HD, 128 M131131, 4tlx CD•ROM, 8N113 All Video. tic tund Blaster Pro. 10:106 ethernet, Win95 $ 1079
P111550, 12.9 GB HD, 128 MB RAM, 41A CD-ROM, 8MB AEI Video, Sound Blaster Pro, MIltio ethernet, Win95 $1249
Monitors sold separately: viewsonic 15" $1.79, Viewsonic 17"
Toshiba Satellite Portable Computers
• 2100cps, 400 AU A311) K6.2 processor, 12.1" dual scan display, 4.3 GB Hard Drive, 32 MB RAM, 24x CD.ROM,
53 ViRGE MX 31) Video, 561< modem, 3.5" floppy, Win98 . $1199
• 2101ICDT. -Intl MHz AMD 1(6-2 processor, 12.1" active matrix display, 4.3 GB Hard Drive, 64 MB RAM, 2.ix CD.ROM.
53 ViRGE MX 31)Ykleo,5nK modem. 3.5" floppy, Win98 $1499
• 4090XT)VD, Intel Celeron processor, 14.1" active matrix display, 6.4 GB I fard Drive, 64 MB RAM, DVD-ROM.
'frident Cyber9525 Video, 56K modem, 3.5" floppy, Win98 $1979
Configure your own Power
Mac G4 or Powerbook at
wwW.apple.com/education/
store/ (indicate University of
Maine as your school).
Scholar.
IS •k is iMac. umplugged.
300MHz PowerPC (13
32MB RAM, 12.1" TET
24xCD-ROM, 6hr battery
56k v.90 Modem
10/100BaseT Ethernet
USB
Ready for AirPort
Starting at  $1549
Put yourself in the directors chair with iMac DV
Mac DV lets you watch the classics, or make your own classics. iMac DV
provides a complete digital video capture, editing, and publishing solution
for you, just in time for the holidays!
iMac DV $1249
400M1'lz PowerPC G3
64MB RAM, 10GB HardDiSk
Slot-loading DVD•ROM
56k v.90 Modem
10/100BaseT Ethernet
Harmon Kardon Speakers
Dual 400Mbps FireWire Ports
Dual 12Mbps USB Ports
Ready for AirPort
iMac DV $1449
Special Edition
Everything in iMac DV plus..
128M11 RAM, 13GB IlardDisk
(Graphite Only)
Add a Digital Video camcorder for direct input to yom Nat: DV:
Canon Ultura
Canon Ellura
Canon GL1
Sony TRV1 03 Digital8
$875.
$1385.
$2150.
$739.
Sony TRV8
Sony PC 100
Sony TRV900
$1280.
$1699.
$2109.
Software. etc
1411.44: '4Mb:119 II
Mitt: filth:sign
Man: EtitcNiakur 6,5 Plus
Achitc PagcMill 5.0
Adcbc Pknnahort 5
Maw. CnIlive,1,0
tkLuti Turlx, C + + Slat 1,4*
(Wel Chp.kn tkillery f3441snint
Corcl 1sin') 1.* windows
Gyv11;oll'uk,ligachain Sal fnt Witt
tl.n.1 tniPcrivo I NTar Alt Pat int Win
Cowl MnalPtclett 35 kouos
Kim:Pagel!)
Intuit Quaircn 21100
(mutt S1ai60n/Inrh,;LA
Macronu.sliJ Ikea/non:Jug 2
Mallicnd 8 Pe:Ls:4014n for WintImes
Mehonalia
MAtIJI)
MS front Por 2.01u
MS Office 2041 PIT)Icssional
MS Office 2000 StAn(lAul
MS Offxc 9ts Manlinill Edition 'sr':
MS irnulows 98. full 2nd editton
MS Windous 98. tiny:rale,
MS ulows 211'g Prole,uioit.1
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PRESBMNG THE
MOST IMPORTANT
INSTRUMENT IN
E TREATMENT
N41kSTROICE
Your
telephone
can make
the difference
het ween a stroke
that may Luke a few.
weeks of recovery sfut one
that taker a life *suite the
raster YOU call anitunbulance and get
to the hospital,iWdlteter your chance of
limiting brain damage. to learn more, contact
your nearest AnisHeait Heart Association.
You con help preouat heart dwease. We can
Oil you how.
OtAmericanHeart Association
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Behind the 8-ball
By Paul Ezzy
New York Times Daily Crossword
ACROSS
Literary lioness
5 Open a crack
9 Seeing red
14 Painter of limp
watches
is Rational
16 Elicit
17 Road, for
Romulus
18 Signs
19 "Drove my
Chevy to the
."(1972
lyric)
20 1991 feminist
movie
23 Old photo
24 Skin layer
25 Radical 60's org
28 For the taking
30 Give a licking
31 400, in Kent
32 300-pound
President
35 Dog's drink, or
resting spot
37 Bikini alternative
39 Cousin of the
English horn
40 Work, as dough
43 Approximately
44 Valerie Harper
series
46 "Much —7--
About Nothing"
47 Certain grains
48 It thickens the
plot
49 Snowball in
"Animal Farm"
52 Rounds, say
54 Mythical
monster
55 Eye opener
57 Balance sheet
plus
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
LOGE ATLAS FORE
AVID PO I Sal AWOL
MAIBil
BLIEIHESPIRIT
PASTE LEEK
OAT REHOB
RECALL LIBERATE
EMA I L CIE S0 WOE
JOLLYGREENG
ORIEL
ATI"!
I ANT
RE
EEIO
CERAMICS
AIDE
TRYST SRO
HAPPYWARR I OR
SPGI3 ARMOR I DRIIE
MEGA 131:3010 A FEED
UPON ADAPT TAOS
61 Cartoon magpies
64 Reluctant
66 Zeno's home
67 Takes care of
the squeaky
wheel
88 Come together
69 Armed Forces
option
70 Sunburn woe
71 It's all in the
family
72 Fires
73 Ferber of "Show
Boat"
DOWN
I Blue-pencils
2 Shop tool
3 Result of
counting sheep
4 Delivered by a
Huey Cobra
5Homeof3.5
billion
6 "Surf City"
singers, 1963
7IV,s just over a
foot
Martha's
Vineyard, in the
summer
9 Trustful
10 Singer Burl
11 41-week best
seller, 1970-71
12 Barely manage,
with "out"
13 Gidget portrayer
Sandra
21 Deface
22 Actress
Thurman
26 Thickheaded
No. 0120
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16
17 18 19
20 1
23 124 25 26 27
32 33 34
28 30
1
31
35 3. 37
39 40 41 42 43
44 45 46 47
48 49 50 51 52 53
s4 55 56 157 58 59 60
61 62 63
64 65 •66 67
68 69 70
71 71 73
PuzzlebOandalUHarlman
27 Powdered
starches
29 Lodge member
32 Common
sculpture
33 Hate
34 Ecological
succession
36 Princess
tormentor
38 Some check it
daily
41 Early outcasts
42 Suffix with star
Or tsar
45 Side in many a
western
50 Type
Si Lead ore
53 Screen siren West
58 "Chill!"
58 Went down a
slope
59 "Sea of Love"
star Barkin
80 Physicist
Nikola
62" ---,Brute!"
63 Noisy birds
64 Blockhead
65 Early afternoon
Edited By Will Shortz
CORRECTION POLICY:
To bring a correction to
our attention please call 581-
1271 between the hours of 9
a.m. and 12 p.m., e-mail
To the editor@umit.maine.edu
or stop by the offices located
on the fourth floor of
Chadbourne Hall, across from
ASAP Media Service.
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EDITORIAL
Hoff should be congratulated
After months of discussion, deliberation and input 
from the university
community a decision by President Peter S. Hoff has been made as to
how the $3.2 million of Coca-Cola money will be put to use.
The decision to sign the exclusive contract with Coca-Cola left many in the com-
munity feeling as though they had been sold out.
However, kudos should go out to President Hoff and the members who made the deci-
sion on how the money will be spent. They stayed true to their original message to the com-
munity that they were interested in all input and dialog on how to best spend the money.
Using forums of public discussion such as letters to The Maine Campus, student
and faculty groups and FirstClass, the board listened to the voices of almost 1,000
people and decided on the ideas that would most benefit the university.
Subsequently the decision has been made to use the money from Coca-Cola to
support several causes and areas on campus, including Maine Bound, expanding the
collection at Fogler Library, renovating classrooms, and the development of a new
fitness center. The rest of the money will be placed in a contingency fund, which
will be used in emergencies or partiall cover such items as parking, renovations to
the Memorial Union and scholarships and technology for example.
By putting the money to use in these areas, many students and faculty will be
able to enjoy the higher quality of the school's resources as well as to make the
University of Maine a place where prospective freshmen would want to apply, in
addition to a place where current students would want to stay.
Instead of listening to a subject few, the university and Hoff should be congrat-
ulated on their choices for the distribution of money.
Giuliani jails homeless
Last month, New York City Mayor Rudolph Giuliani 
ordered his police
officers to arrest the homeless. His motive was simply to get them off the
street. A man running for national office who offers solutions such as
these is detrimental to society. He's making the plight of the homeless even worse.
People like Giuliani, with his king-of-the-world attitude, are neglecting the seg-
ment of the population that needs the most help. Sure, there are people who can help
themselves more than they do now, but poverty strikes a lot of people. We can help.
Recently, Maine was allotted $1 million from Housing and Urban Development
in order to aide its homeless people through shelters and general life improvements.
Maine is becoming a progressive state and others should follow its lead.
Take for example the recent fire in Worcester, Mass. The blaze, which claimed
the lives of six brave firefighters, was caused by homeless people squatting in an
abandoned building because there was no place for them to go.
This situation could have been averted if Massachusetts pushed for reforms to
keep people off the street, aside from throwing them in the slammer. If a person
doesn't have a home to go to, jail is not the answer.
Giuliani, the anti-Robin Hood, taking from the poor and giving to the rich, seems
to be promoting some kind of "out of sight, out of mind" philosophy. He's making
the streets look better while he campaigns for the U.S. Senate.
His actions toward the homeless are irresponsible. The problem he is seeing will
not go away with these people locked up. It will just be left to the next mayor who
steps in after Giuliani is given his ticker-tape parade. He may want to watch for fly-
ing dung.
How long does he intend to keep these people detained? It must be awfully hard
looking for a job behind bars.
Editorials are the opinions of and written by the editorial board, whose members are
Stanley Dankoski, Matthew Paul, Joshua Nason, Catherine Guinon, Andrea Page,
Debra Hatch, Caleb Raynor and Grant Sarber.
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• Saying goodbye
Making memories so soon
By Andrea Surrette
you came to an empty room,unpacked your life onto oneside. On the other side was a
total stranger who was doing the same
thing as you.
You have gotten to know and to love
that stranger standing on the opposite
side of the room. You have shared more
with your roommate than probably any-
one else on campus just because they
were always there. The ties that were
made can never be broken.
My roommate is from England and
she was only here for this one semester.
Because we lived together for four
months, talking late into the night about
everything imaginable, she knows more
about me than many people do.
Many connections were made this
semester. I have met many people who
have brought both smiles to my face and
tears. Some have touched my heart in a
way I never thought could happen. Some
have made me laugh until I almost peed
my pants.
For many, myself included, this
was the first semester up here. Many
of the people that we've met, maybe
some of our closest friends, are going
to leave, never to return. When we
return in January, it will be like start-
ing all over again.
As you pack up your things to head
back home this Christmas break, I
remind you to think of all the. people
who have made an impact on your life.
Think of those who came into your life
and made you think a little differently,
made you believe a little bit more,
made you laugh a little bit harder, and
just plain made you smile.
They say that you will make your
best memories at college, so treasure
every moment. Treasure every kiss,
every conversation you have with
someone special and, most importantly,
treasure every beer.
These are the days, so hold tight to
them and try not to let the time fly by
too quickly. Tell everyone how much
you love them and give all your
friends big sloppy kisses before you
go home just in case the world really
does cease to exist.
This semester is over and we have to
say goodbye to people who have come
to be our closest friends; say goodbye to
our roommates who may never return,
cry as we pull away in our cars, waving,
knowing we may never meet anyone
like that person again.
But just think ... just one short
month away we will all be here
again. Meeting new people, making
new memories.
So although it may seem sad now, it
isn't the end. It is only the beginning,
my friend. It is only the beginning.
Andrea Surrette is a freshman jour-
nalism major
Open
your mind
You may learn
something about yourself.
The Maine Campus[Maine's thrice-weekly newspaper
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• Something we can do
Sweatshops need eratication
By Hillary Roberts
It's hard to believe that in
a world where men walk on
the moon, medicine is dis-
covered that can cure dis-
eases and I can talk to my
best friend in Kansas through
a computer screen, that
sweatshops are still not a
thing of the past.
, It in fact terrifies me to,
know that sweatshops, are
:alive and well, and that many
are not only out of work but
also blacklisted from other cor-
porations where they might
find work, making their sur-
vival virtually impossible.
There is no welfare office
around the corner or food cup-
board at the end of their streets.
They have to provide the barest
of essentials for themselves and
their families somehow, and
there are no other jobs for these
people to find. They are pushed
into an incredibly dark corner
tions, but to teach them to
continue making their prod-
ucts, only this time under
codes and restrictions that
make life reasonable for
their employees. -
The fight is not beyond
our reach. Even small com-
munities like Orono and
Bangor can .get involved. In
Bangor there is a wonderful
organization called the
Bangor Clean Clothes cam-
paign that works to promote
WASH OUT
SWEATSHOP STAINS!
Bangor Clean Clothes Campaign
of us are helping to fuel this
outrageous dilemma. Through
the purchases of various cloth-
lag brands we are unknowing-
ly keeping the children and
young women of countries like
Honduras, El Salvador and
Indonesia in a life of drudgery
and strife.
These people are put into
conditions where they are sub-
ject to sporadic overtime,
meaning that any form of edu-
cation is impossible when
they are forced to work
through night and day classes.
Sexual harassment is an ever-
present demon in these corpo-
rations, women are often sub-
jected to unwanted joking or
touching and are demanded to
take birth control and preg-
nancy tests.
After enduring a day
under these conditions the
workers are paid, in many
cases, as little as $2.60 a day,
sometimes less. This isn't
enough to pay for their hous-
ing, food or anything else
they need. Not to mention the
families whom many workers
are supporting, the families
where children are malnour-
ished and uneducated due to
insufficient incomes.
After a glimpse of what this
life is like, many wonder why
anyone would stay in these
conditions. But the truth is,
these people have no options.
If they leave their jobs, they
where the dimmest light seems to
be fading a little more each day.
Many Americans who read
or -hear • about these people
and conditions are truly
touched by their plights, but
are convinced there is nothing
they can do to help. However,
there is something we can all
do to help, something that
doesn't involve complete
chaos to our lives. We can
stop purchasing goods from
companies who are involved
with sweatshops.
Nike, Wal-Mart, The Gap,
Guess? Inc., Disney, Levi-
Strauss and Phillips-Van
Heusen are all involved with
this torturous sweatshop game.
While it may surprise many
people to hear that their
favorite brand name employs
human beings under unlivable
conditions, it is true.
These corporations have
been using cheap labor to pro-
duce their fashions. They do
this and get away with it, easily
even, because no one wants to
throw away their favorite pair
of Levi's. Or stop buying
sneakers from Nike, or even
give up those great Kathie Lee
ensembles on the rack at the
local Wal-Mart.
But in choosing between
namebrand clothing and with
starving, homeless children,
our choice is obvious. This is
our fight now, our fight to
not destroy these corpora-
clean or non-sweatshop made
clothes in the stores in our
surrounding area.
This group works to edu-
cate people and stores of the
clothing they may be buying
or selling, along with put-
ting out a shopping guide
which outlines the stores
where clothing is sold that
infringes on workers' rights
and where clothing is uneth-
ically sold.
People interested in this pro-
gram can visit them at 170 Park
Street, Bangor, or call 947-4203
or e-mail pical@hamtel.tds.net.
We must view this as a real
problem, one that will continue
to destroy lives if we don't take
action. Just taking a moment to
realize what you're buying the
next time you go shopping
could create new options for
someone, somewhere.
Everyday that we go out
jogging in our comfortable
Nike sneakers, down the com-
fortable streets of our comfort-
able lives, a child in a small,
cramped little room is sitting
alone, forbidden to speak, hun-
gry and tired.
As they sit they work dili-
gently on the pair of sneakers
they are sewing, wondering
where these shoes will go,
wondering why they can't go
somewhere, too.
Hilary Roberts is a freshman
theater and education major
EDITORIAL POLICY
The editorial pages of The Maine Campus are for the free exchange of ideas among
members of the university community. Letters to the editor should be no longer than
250 words. Guest columns should be approximately 600 words. Submissions should
be typed, double-spaced and must include full name, address and phone number.
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• 'Tis the season
Leave some time
for compassion
As college students, it seems
these last few weeks of the
semester are chock-full of mil-
lions of activities that have to be
done. Maybe it's finding that
last Christmas gift or studying
for finals. Whatever it may be, it
probably would not be as satis-
By Andrea Page
fying as the chance to help peo-
ple in need.
There are many opportuni-
ties students have to help out.
Many do take advantage of
these opportunities, but for the
most part it seems college stu-
dents shy away from these
types of activities. And the rea-
son usually given is: Time.
What can students living
on campus do? One way you
could pitch in comes in the
form of those Dining Funds
you buy every year on your
MaineCard. If you do not
use these up by the end of.
the semester, they do not
carry over into the spring.
They will go into the univer-
sity's account.
Maybe instead of letting
that happen or buying tons of
junk food you'll never eat,
you could use it to help out a
food shelter. Buy nonperish-
able foods with those funds
and take them to a place like
Manna Food Kitchen in
Bangor. Their number is
990-2870.
Another way you can help
is giving part of yourself to
others — your blood. There are
often blood drives on campus,
but the Red Cross also accepts
blood donors year-round. Take
a drive out to Hammond Street
in Bangor and visit their main
offices. It is possible to give
blood right there.
Something to consider is
the long winter break we have
this year between fall and
spring semesters. We have four
weeks off, which could be a
great opportunity to volunteer
your time at an organization
that needs extra hands.
The Bangor Humane
Society has volunteering
opportunities. If you are an ani-
mal lover you could go help
walk their dogs or take care of
their cats. They have a very
informative Web site,
www.bangorhumanesociety.co
m, that will tell you more about
what you can do for them.
Also, the Eastern Maine
Medical Center in Bangor has a
strong volunteering program
for people of all ages to help
out in a variety of capacities.
Write to them at
volunteer@emh.org.
Maybe your home is out
of state and you probably
would not be able to take
advantage of these opportu-
nities, but there is a place
where you can look- for oth-
ers. The Web site www.ser-
venet.org lists national vol-
unteering opportunities.
Our university also has an
office that gives students
places they can volunteer. The
organization is called VOICE
and by calling 581-1796 you
could find places around the
area to help out others.
The thought that comes to
mind when most people think
of helping others is money. But
there are so many chances stu-
dents have to help out without
giving a cent.
For many of these organiza-
tions your time is worth more
than any monetary gift.
So find a way to help some-
one else. There are no excuses
— the opportunities are out
there and all they need is you.
Andrea Page is a senior
secondary education and jour-
nalism major.
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• Hudson Museum
Maine Indians display native crafts
By Catherine Guinon
Maine Campus staff
Despite the sudden snow on
Saturday, the Hudson Museum suc-
cessfully hosted the Maine Indian
Basketmakers Sale and
Demonstration for the fifth consecu-
tive year. Members of the Wabanaki
Nation, consisting of Micmac,
Maliseet, Passamaquoddy and
Penobscot craftspeople, all gathered
to sell and display various crafts,
jewelry and native carvings.
Dominic Polchies, of Indian Island
and winner of the 1999 Eastern
Maine Sportsman's Carving
Competition, awed buyers with his
carved walking sticks and clubs.
Carved and coated with polyurethane,
Polchies explained how each piece
held specific meaning.
The largest and most intricate of the
pieces, selling for $2,500, was
Polchies's legend club, "This club tells
the legend of the corn mother and of
Amanda Francis, 13, of Indian Island, plays a drum in Bodwell Lounge
during the basketmakers sale Saturday. (Scott Shelton photo.)
the gift of the medicine — tobacco."
The legend club overshadowed some
of the smaller items, such as the slight-
ly less expensive spirit club — $25.
Gal Frey, a Passamaquoddy woman
from Princeton, displayed her native bead
work. Earrings, pins and clips ranging in
design and size are all made with a incom-
parable skill.
Many of the pieces, such as hair clips,
consisted of arrangements of sewn porcu-
pine quills colored with natural dies like
blueberries. Particularly interesting was
Frey's leather wrapped and feather dream
catchers, which she explains to be an
Indian Legend that she has been carrying
on for eight years now.
According to Storyteller Jackie
Crow, Mother Spider is our sleep
guardian who spins a web to catch all
our dreams. The good dreams she
allows to fall down the feather tail of
her web and into our sleep, bad
dreams are kept in the web until
morning when the sunlight burns
them away. Hanging the dream catch-
er above our beds ensures that we will
always have sweet dreams.
Frey's dreamcatchers offer , a
pleasing aesthetic appeal as orna-
ments and decoration, as well as
serving this legendary purpose.
Among the other talents of the Native
American vendors were: Eldon Hanning
and his Brown ash pounding and work
basket demonstration, David Moses, of
Penobscot, with his birchbark baskets, as
well as many other artists with various
crafts and the Hudson Museum's own dis-
play of books and jewelry. All the crafts-
people were very eager to share their story
and patient when explaining Native
American traditions.
Stephen Whittington, director of
the Hudson Museum, was pleased
with the attendance on Saturday.
Around 100 people took part in the
early bird special, trying to get first
dibs on the best baskets and the influx
of interested shoppers remained
steady despite the weather.
Whittington said that he hoped to
hold the demonstration every year,
especially because it gets more suc-
cessful with each passing year; last
year's count was around 900 attendees
See BASKETS on page 12
• Music
Korn releases inventive new CD
By Josh Nason
Maine Campus staff
In the past year, Kom has gone from a band
with a cult following to one with mass appeal,.
best typified by their latest release, "Issues,"
hitting No. I at the top of the charts.
While "Issues" is not as solid an album
as last year's "Follow the Leader," it is
still another positive step for this inventive
band who has many more impressive
albums to come.
Much like their three previous efforts,
"Issues" gives lead singer Jonathan Davis
a chance to exorcise his inner demons
through music, which he does on the disc's
first single, "Falling Away From Me."
Mixing Davis' ranging vocals with
Munky and Head's thrashing guitars, the
song's chorus of "beating me down"
See KORN on page 12
421111
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Francis John Vogt, director of the Athena
Consort, at the Yuletide Concert Sunday.
See story in this Wednesday's issue.
(Scott Shelton photo.)
• He Said/She Said
Toy Story 2
a winner
By Hannah Jackson and
David B. Hall
For the Maine Campus
She: Even if you don't like cartoons or
animation, "Toy Story 2" amuses any
audience. Disney's second incarnation of
the 1995 original is again about Andy and
his toys. When Andy is not present, the
toys come to life.
It is summer time and Andy is off to
summer camp. While he is gone, his
favorite toy, Woody, and gang have more
than a few adventures. Director John
Lasseter makes this family comedy shine
with great animation and jokes that are
funny for kids as well as adults.
He: I really enjoyed the first "Toy
Story" and Pixar, the animation studio
behind one of my all time favorites, "A
Bug's Life." It raises the ante of computer
animation even higher on "Toy Story 2."
It is rare that a sequel is better than the
original, but "Toy Story 2" does that and
belongs in the same sequel category with
the likes of "The Godfather 2," "Empire
Strikes Back" and "Big Top Peewee."
Well, maybe not the last one, but definite-
ly the first two.
She: Normally I'm not one for anything
related to the boring "A Bug's Life," but
"Toy Story 2" was very funny. Tom Hanks'
and Tim Allen's voices made Woody and
Buzz Light-year seem like real people. This
film also had new characters with The
Prospector, Bullseye and Cowgirl Jessie.
I thought the best part of the movie
was the interaction between all the toys.
They all seemed to have actual, estab-
See HE/SHE on page 12
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• Bear's Den
Blueswing entertains with jazzy tunes
By Erin Dawley
For the Maine Campus
The fliers read "Lex & Joe's
Blueswing — a four-man swing band
with an extensive repertoire of songs from
the 1930s -and 1940s," but the halfblues,
half- swing band (hence the name) was, in
reality, much more than that.
The upbeat, highly skilled band had heads
bobbing and feet stomping at the free concert
series in the Bear's Den Thursday night.
About 50 people came to the concert, and they
all looked to be enjoying themselves.
The band is comprised of Lex Romane,
who plays the lead guitar and lead vocals; Joe
Rillo, saxopho:, Gary Gemmiti, drums; and Jon
Ross, bass, but who also did some guitar and
vocals. The band has been together for almost
22 years, according to Romane. However, Ross
has only been with them for 14 years, and
Gemmeti has been with them only two yews.
All the men were extremely talented and had a
lot of energy for the crowd.
After Romane belted out the lyrics to sev-
eral songs, he mentioned that he had been fight-
ing a cold, saying, "It might be gettin' the best
of me now." However, it was not noticeable at
all with his strong vocal chords and powerful
singing. He seemed to really feel the music as
the band performed music by blues greats B.B.
King, Louie Jordan and others. One of King's
songs, called "Got a Bad Case," was particu-
larly well-received by the crowd. If Romane
was sick on Thursday evening, it would be
amazing to see him on a healthy night.
Romane was not the only talented
musician in the band. Rillo was an
absolutely amazing saxophone player,
having several solos throughout the show.
He really wowed me with his skills. Also,
around the middle of the band's first set,
during a song called "Mr. Jellyroll Baker,"
Rillo switched from the saxophone to the
clarinet. He was just as talented at the
clarinet, and the instrument gave really
good sounds to the song. It was a tune
from the 1930s, and the clarinet made it
sound a little bit like an old record player,
which was really unique.
Other songs, like "Flatfoot Fugee,"
"Pink Champagne" and "Want Scotch,
Lex and Joe's Blueswing performs Thursday night. (Scott Shelton photo.) 
Want Lovin', Want Beer," made the
night a really good time. All four mem-
bers were great at what they did, and
they clearly all clicked as a group. . If
you missed it, you really missed out.
If you want to find out more about
Blueswing, you can check out their web-
site at www.Lex&Joe.com. It has infor-
mation about the band, as well as CDs for
sale. I suggest you check it out.
'Memorial Union
Au Revoir Celebration set for Friday
By Andrea Page
Maine Campus staff
Saying goodbye to friends at the end of
the semester is never easy, but this Friday
there is the chance to do it in style.
The Au Revoir Celebration being held in
the Memorial Union will giiie the communi-
ty the chance to celebrate the end of the cen-
tury as well as the end of the fall semester.
Rhetta Hutto, manager of Memorial
Union operations and programs, said stu-
dents as well as alumni, faculty, staff and
parents are invited to this event.
"It is a celebration of the Union as
we've known it and as we look ahead to its
renovation," Hutto said.
The celebration takes place from 4 to 7 p.m.
Nicole Rodriguez was killed by a drunk driver while
walking next door to play with her friend.
What should you do to stop a friend from driving drunk?
Whatever you have to.
Friends don't let friends drive drunk.0
U S Dfrpartrnant of Transportation
10% OFF WITH
THIS AD Al'
THE UNION
Great Gifts!
10% OFF WITH
THIS AD AT
THE UNION
ELM STREET POTTERY
at the Union
Dec. 13-15, 9 - 5 daily
Pottery show room open by appointment. Call 866-7152, Orono.
Friday, Dec. 17. The headlining act will be the
Pat Michaud Big Band, playing in the Union
foyer. This band is a 12-piece jazz band, with
eight of its members being University of Maine
alumni. Chuck McKay will also be giving
swing dance instruction.
Also, you can expect to see desserts
and hors d'oeuvres served by student
organizations on campus. The atmos-
phere looks to be fairly formal and Hutto
said people should "dress to impress."
Everything at this celebration is free.
For more information, contact Rhetta
Hutto at 581-1734.
•
•
•
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CriEr !ntertainment by student groups thoughout the
•
stiiiients Union i
and community life • "."
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Ifs the Po of the Century! :1
The Center for Students & Community Life • I
hie you to the
Au Remit Celebrafion
4-7 p.m. Friday, December 17th '
Memorial Union
Featuring:
The Pat Michaud Big Band in the Union foyer
• I
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•
Swing dance instruction in the Union foyer by
Chuck McKay 4
0 0 0 1 •
Hors d'oeuvres, dessert, dancing and
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Korn from page 10 He/She from page 10
ment that was his youth.
Unusual on the disc is the short
instrumental-type songs that separate
the longer songs. They act almost as
intermissions that prepare you for the
next set of songs.
While interesting, they don't really add
anything to the album and should have been
replaced with a couple full-length songs.
One thing "Issues" doesn't do is get
soft. All the songs are dominated by inven-
today. With any song, he regulates its direc-
tion and gives it a backbone to attach to.
Davis' vocals are also another trademark
of Korn, going from outright roaring to quiet
pleading depending on the moment. While
kept in check on "Leader," Davis explodes
on "Issues" with "Hey Daddy" and "Beg for
Me," the former song about Davis' abusive
father that tests the singer's vocal abilities.
However, there are times when it gets
out of control like on "Somebody
Without a doubt, this is must-have for any
Korn fan who liked their first two albums.
tive guitar work from Munky and Head,
who grind their way through "Trash" and
"Wake Up," one of the disc's better songs.
In "Wake Up," Davis seems to be
pleading to his bandmates with
lyrics like "I can't take no more/what
are we fighting for/You are my broth-
ers ... Let's take the stage/And
remember what we play for."
While Fieldy's basswork can go from
noticeable to invisible in a matter of sec-
onds, David Silveria has proved himself as
one of the best drummers in the game
Someone." Davis's roaring in the chorus
takes away from some nice guitar work
and otherwise solid lyrics.
Taking a page from TLC's fan rela-
tions, Korn got inventive with its' album
cover. They held a contest for their fans
to design the cover and as a result, there
are four different covers for the album.
Without a doubt, this is must-have
for any Korn fan who liked their first
two albums. By looking to their past,
Korn has looked to the future.
Grade: A-
Baskets from page 10
Whittington said. "It's also our job to
reach out to the Native American
craftspeople and offer a forum for their
art. The Basketmakers sale is popular
with both the buyers and the sellers."
For a long time the skills of Native
American art were becoming lost as a result
of dominating and discouraging immigrant
values. Traditional ceremonies were out-
lawed, and crafts were viewed negatively.
It is heartening to see the Hudson
Museum hosting and the university com-
munity enjoying the beauty and history
of this wonderful aspect of our country.
lished relationships with one another. This
made the movie more enjoyable to watch.
He: While this movie is made with
children in mind, one of its major themes
is strictly for adults. In the story, Woody is
kidnapped by a toy collector, voiced by
Wayne Knight (Newman from
"Seinfeld"). Woody then has to decide
between living behind glass as a collec-
tor's item or to go back to Andy and wait
till Andy grows up. When children grow
up, they leave their childhood and their
toys behind. This theme of losing one's
childhood is something children haven't
witnessed but adults will sigh over.
It kind of reminded me of the story of
"The Velveteen Rabbit," which was read
to me when I was young, about a stuffed
bunny that gets abandoned when the kid
grows up. Winnie the Pooh was also cast
aside when Christopher Robins grew up,
too. I wonder if there is a retirement home
for toys somewhere out there? Probably
somewhere in Florida.
She: Barbie makes a cameo in the
movie. She was not in the first movie
but with the recent obsession with the
Britney Spears-type girl, you can't
keep Barbie, Britney's predecessor,
out of this movie, not even if it's for
younger kids.
He: I doubt that the rise of Britney
Spears has any weighing with adding
Barbie to the cast. Barbie is about 40 years
old and I might add is looking damn good.
But what I liked for new cast members
was Zorg, Buzz's mortal enemy. The take-
off on "Star Wars" was just precious.
She: You can't deny the fact that sex
symbols are getting younger and younger.
That is why the influence was there.
Zorg was unoriginal to me. Yeah, like
I'm not over that stupid "Star Wars"
hype already.
He: There is no Toy Story-Britney
Spears connection. None. Stop it now.
Anyway, "Toy Story 2" is a great
movie for kids of all ages. The comput-
er animation is so realistic that in some
scenes you wonder if it's real or not.
I cannot wait until they make another
installment. And yes, oh yes, there will be
another "Toy Story" movie. I imagine that
in "Toy Story 3" Woody will be married to
Barbie, but she will be recharging Buzz's
battery behind Woody's back. He won't
find out until they go on Jerry Springer, a
show titled "Cheating Slutty Dolls
Confess." Chairs will fly and Woody goes
after Buzz.
Sound good? I hope so because I have
a meeting with Disney after Christmas to
pitch them the idea. I'm calling it "Toy
Story 3: When Toys Attack."
His: A
Her: A-
Rating: G
Length: 85 minutes
HOW ARE YOU SPENDING YOUR Y2K EXPERIENCE??
If you are toasting the New Year in style, we want to know.
Please write to andrea@umit.maine.edu or call 581-3061 to have
your experience published.
Unraveling the Book Buyback Mystery
II
UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
Answers to Questions
Students Ask About
Buyback
As a student, you may have questions
about the book buyback process.
UnfOrtunately, the very nature of the
process, which requires us to serve many
students quickly, makes it almost
impossible for all of your questions to be
answered when you sell your books. The
.following is designed to explain the role of
the bookstore and the wholesaler in
supplying you with lower-priced textbooks.
Textbook buyback at the
University Bookstore runs from
Dec. 13 through Dec. 23
Which books may I sell?
You may sell any book owned by you that:
*Is needed again on your campus. .
*Has a value in the national wholesale buyer's
guide.
(This book database lists thousands of college textbook
titles and their current national wholesale value).
What determines the value of a book?
*If it is being purchased by the bookstore for use
again on your campus, you can typically expect
half of the new purchase price.
*If the book is not being used again on your
campus, it has no value to your bookstore.
Fortunately, your bookstore has arranged to
offer national wholesale market prices on your
campus.
The price offered in the national wholesale
buying guide is determined by several factors.
including:
*Publisher's retail or list price for the book.
*National demand for the book.
*Unsold quantity of the book already in
wholesaler's stock.
I know this book is being used again,
why did I only get the wholesale price
for the book?
For one of the following reasons:
*The bookstore has not received a requisition
from the faculty member for the book.
*The bookstore has already obtained the quantity
required.
I bought this book brand new and
have kept it in mint condition. Why is
it now being called "no value"?
Although poor condition could be a factor in
determining value, your new book is probably a
victim of one of the following:
*The publisher has produced or announced plans
for a new edition.
*Many copies of the book exist, but few schools are using it.
*The wholesaler is overstocked.
When does it make sense to keep my book vs. selling?
*Any time you have a costly reference book you will
need in the future, you may want to hold on to that book.
*Or, if you feel the price you are being offered is
less than the value you place on the book, you
should keep it.
Either way, we appreciate the chance to make an
offer for your books.
What happens to wholesale books?
*They are packed and shipped to the wholesaler's
distribution center, where they are processed and
placed in their computerized inventory. They are
then made available for purchase by bookstores
nationwide.
How does this benefit me?
*By selling your used textbooks to your bookstore
and a national wholesaler, you are participating in a
process which makes quality used books available
to you and to future students at colleges all over the
nation. Used textbooks represent one of the few
opportunities to save money as you pursue your
higher education.
Are there any other advantages?
*When you sell your books to your bookstore or
wholesaler, you are recycling. Selling back your
books involves you, the bookstore and the whole-
saler, in a process that has great value for the
ecology, your economy and your education.
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Athlete's
By Stacey Sullivan
For the Maine Campus
Name: Mike Morrison
Sport: Men's hockey
Nickname: Mo
Number: 30
Position: Goalie
Major: Public administration
Favorite team to beat: 1W
Favorite place on the road: UNI1
Favorite teammate to room with on the road:
Many Yeats
Pre-game snack or meal: Chicken parme-
san.
Gatorade or Powerade: Blue powerade
If you could play any other sport at
Maine it would be: Basketball
I'd give anything to meet: Jennifer Love
Hewitt
My hero Is: My prep school coach Dana
Barbin. He helped me through a rocky time
in my life, and always wanted the best for me.
Favorite class at Maine: Accounting 1
I wish I'd dropped: MAT 115
My friends think I'm: weird, but funny
(I'm a goalie).
Favorite music group: Same as Brendan
Walsh, 1 love the boy bands. They really
get me movin', and I love their outfits. Hey.
they get the girls don't they?
Favorite car: My 1993 Chevy Cavalier.
Favorite cereal: Frosted Hakes
Favorite TV show: Dukes of Hazard and
Beverly Hills 90210
If I were a cartoon character I'd want to
be: Bugs Bunny — he's such a wise guy.
Favorite movie: Good Will Hunting. Hey,
I'm from Bawstin (Boston).
Something about yourself not many peo-
ple know: I can dull( a basketball.
My greatest sports moment at Maine:
Winning the Natioa,q1 Championship and
getting a shutout in my first collegiate game.
One word to deScribi_. Shawn Walsh
other than intense: He's .a4erfectionist.
and boy, is it hard to be perfect.
When I leave Maine, I want to be
remembered for: My effort to put a smile
on people's faces, and of course, my
Britney Spears dance moves.
SPRING BREAK 2000
Free Trips, Free Drinks, Free Meals
Jamaica, Cancun, Florida, Barbados, Bahamas
Book now for Free Meals & 2 Free Trips
Book by December 17th for Lowest Rates
1-800-426-7710
www.sunsilashtours.com
Ha irTAtf_z_r_
Tanning now
available!
$5 off the first month
starting next semester!
3 Mill St. Orono
866-4647
COFFEE
HOUSE
Tuesday Night, December 14th
Peabody Lounge@8pm
Memorial Union
The Union Board: Diversions
Campus Entertainment 581-1735
Center for Students and Community Life
www.ume.maine.edu/—TUB
• • •
st veils
Walsh from page 14
Brendan Walsh gives a great deal of cred-
it to his parents for providing him with the
opportunity to become a successful hockey
player. His father, Mike, worked with the
Boston Fire Department for 20 years.
"I talk to him more as a friend than I do
as a father," Brendan Walsh said.
"Watching how hard he worked, he's
given me everything that I've ever wanted.
I remember once when I wanted new
skates. My skates weren't really that bad, I
just probably wanted the new style, and
I'd ask him, and my mother would say,
'Oh no, no, no, don't get him new skates,
his skates are fine.' I'd wake up the next
day and the skates would be there."
His mother, Connie, was even more
i istrumental in getting Brendan involved
in hockey.
"My mother used to drag me out to the
rink," he said. "I just liked to sit around and
watch cartoons all day, and she used to drag
me down kicking and screaming. My moth-
er was my big influence. She was the one
who dressed me and brought me there."
After his college career is finished,
Brendan is looking to use his mass com-
munications degree to earn a job in the
media related to hockey, particularly color
commentary on either television or radio.
Whatever career he ends up choosing, rest
assured it will still be the same old
Brendan Walsh.
"I've got a little bit of a Peter Pan syn-
drome, I still don't want to grow up,"
Brendan Walsh said. "I'm 25 right now,
the oldest kid in college hockey, for
Christ's sake."
Classifieds
MISC
Orono Thrift Shop Wed
llam-4pm, Sat 1 1 am-
2pm. Pine st off Main,
2nd right off Pine
(Birch St)
Legal service for under-
graduate students. Free
consultation service of
Curtis&Griffin and
Student Gov't. M-W-Th
3rd fl Memorial Union
581-1789
Amateure DJ wanted for
New Year's Eve. Needs
to have good sound sys-
tem and music from the
70's + 80's. Call 827-
1608
TRAVEL
Internet-based compa-
ny! Wholesale Spring
Break packages! 800-
367 - 1252 spring-
breakdirect.com
SpringBreak!
Cancun, Bahamas,
Jamaica, ,Florida &
S. Padre. Call USA
SpringBreak for a
free brochure &
rates & ask how you
can EAT, DRINK, &
TRAVEL FREE! 1-
888-777-4642
www.usaspring-
break.com
FOR SALE
1997 156cm Santa Cruz
Snowboard used once.
$200 call 1-7023 if
interested
Solomon shaped skis,
new condition, 175cm.
Solomon bindings $310
(worth 750). New
Noordica ski boots size
26.5 $75. 989-3953
APARTMENTS
ORONO. WASHBURN
PLACE. 3 Macmillan Dr.
Luxury 2 Br Townhome.
Heat, H20, sewer includ-
ed. No Pets. Sec. Deposit
1 yr lease $660 call 945-
6955
Share House In Orono.
$2 5 0/mo+ utils. Avail.
Jan. Will reduce rent
for chores. Non-smok-
ers. 8 6 6-5 54 8
Orono-Apts for next
fall, Also fro Jan. No
pets. Walking distance
to campus. 866-2516.
123 BDRM Apts open
immediately. Rent
starts @$399. Dep &
ref req'd. Near campus.
Call 866-4300 for appt.
5 BR+ 2 Full bath
townhouse. Close to
campus,
Elect,
Modern.
heat. cable,
phone all incl. Call
82 7-6 2 1 2
Available January
51114+2 Full bathrms
close, modern. clean.
Heat water, cable
elect, phone. $2 10/ea.
82 7-6 2 1 2 
1 BR unfurnished apt
all utils incl. Quiet,
sunny, private
entrance&parking. lyr
lease. 827-3266
Brewer-large 2 BR apt
in quiet setting.
$500/mo no pets.
Refs+sec dep. Call 827-
7017 or 989-7955
The Maine Campus
can now accept your
Visa or Master Card
for payment of clas-
sifieds!!
Call 581-1273 between 9-4 to place an ad in
the classifieds!
3 lines 3 days $6!!!
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Brendan Walsh, 90210
By Eric Nelson
For the Maine Campus
Ed's Note: This is the second part in a
two-part series on hockey standout
Brendan Walsh. It was orginally supposed
to run on Friday, but did not due to space
constraints. Part one ran on Wednesday.
set up a lot of times with me."
Brendan knew he would have a great
deal to prove this season, especially to
Shawn Walsh, because no one was cer-
tain how well his knee would hold up.
That knowledge pushed him harder to
get his knee back to full strength during
the summer.
"Paul's become my real good buddy
because I've seen him so much, you know,
talk stock market with him. He's been great,
really making time for me this summer, he
didn't really have to but he was here and
able to set up a lot of times with me."
Brendan Walsh
Brendan Walsh had surgery four times
over a six-month span during the off-sea-
son to repair his damaged knee. He spent
the summer in Orono rehabilitating, and
credits several people with helping to pre-
pare him for this season, including Dr.
John West, Partner in Orthopedic
Associates in Bangor, Tim Wakeland, the
sports occupational therapist at the
University of Maine and hockey trainer
Paul Culina.
"Paul's become my real good buddy
because I've seen him so much, you know,
talk stock market with him," Brendan
Walsh said. "He's been great, really mak-
ing time for me this summer, he didn't
really have to but he was here and able to
Mink km his:
You Want To
Begin
invesling.
But You alit
Afford Much Per
Month .And
Inflation Is
Your
Savings
Account For Lunch.
Try Series I Bonds. They're
guaranteed to stay ahead of
inflation for up to 30 years,
and you can get started
with just $50. Visit us at
www.sawingsbonds.gov to
find out more.
e
Affkomommdhp
www.savingsbonds.gov
k.,ub14.. serif,e tt
"In his mind, he's [Shawn Walsh] just
waiting to see how I did, and 1 bet the
whole summer he was probably thinking,
'If Brendan comes back, that would be all
right, but if not ... ,' you know, he has to
kind of be ready to put another guy in
there," Brendan Walsh said. "And I knew
that, and that was definitely something
that was on my mind, that was a motivator
for me."
"I'm very respectful of how he came
back from his injury, he's worked really
hard to get back to the point he's at,"
Shawn Walsh said. "He's got great pas-
sion, great intensity for the game."
See WALSH on page 13
feed from Brendan Walsh, and Matthias
Trattnig added an insurance goal 30 sec-
onds later.
"The biggest thing we tried to do in the
third period, which is the exact opposite of
what you feel as a fan or a supporter, is we
had to be patient," Shawn Walsh said.
"We had to let them come to us."
"They got some lucky bounces, and they
played a good road game," Brendan Walsh
said. "They compacted things, they slowed
it down and our crowd didn't have any
momentum because we really didn't give
them anything to cheer about."
Friday night: Brendan Walsh scored
the game-winning goal against his old
team with eight minutes remaining in the
game as Maine defeated Hockey East rival
Boston University 4-2.
"I get up for every game," Brendan
Walsh said. "This isn't youth hockey,
where you just get up to play against the
town next to you. You have to get moti-
vated and get jacked up for every game."
"This particular group, probably
because of the ring on their fingers, just
plays well against top teams," Shawn
Walsh said.
Maine showed why they are ranked
fourth in the country, holding a hot
Boston University team to six shots in the
third period and just one shot in the final
eight minutes.
Riding the momentum of a raucous
sellout crowd, Maine opened the scor-
ing 7:23 into the game. Rick DiPietro
made the initial save on a shot by Dan
Kerluke, but Cory Larose scooped up
the rebound and put it into the open
left side of the net.
With 39 seconds left in the period,
DiPietro was called for interference, giv-
ing Maine a two-man advantage, and they
cashed in with the help of some pretty
passing. Niko Dimitrakos passed the_puck
from the right point to rookie Michael
Schutte on the left point. Schutte fed the
puck down low to Guite, who passed the
puck to a cutting Dimitrakos. Barrett
Heisten was camped out in front and
tipped in Dimitrakos's shot with six sec-
onds remaining in the period.
Boston University showed why they
were unbeaten in their previous 11 games,
scoring twice in two minutes to tie the
game. Carl Corazzini got the Terriers on
the board when his shot was inadvertantly
deflected in front by Metcalf.
"That was kind of a fluke goal, he
came right back with a big save after it,"
Shawn Walsh said. "He's mentally strong,
it was a great test for him."
The Terriers tied the score nine minutes
into the period when Nick Gillis came out of
the penalty box and took a cross-ice feed from
Corazzini for his fourth goal of the season.
"I thought for sure he was going to shoot
that, he's got a great shot, but then he passed
it," Yeats said. "It was a good play."
With eight minutes to play, Brendan
Walsh took a pass from Barrett Heisten
and fired a shot over DiPietro's shoulder.
Possessing a 3-2 lead, Maine put on the
defensive clamps and didn't let up for the
rest of the game.
"We really needed to bear down," said
Maine captain Cory Larose. "Once we
got the lead, we know what it takes for us
to play well defensively, it's just a matter
of helping our guys out and allowing
them to step up."
Leger closed the scoring with a waist-
high tip-in with 11 seconds remaining,
bringing the crowd to its feet for the
remaining seconds of the game.
"We wanted to come in and have a
good game, the crowd was excellent, it
was just the perfect atmosphere," Larose
said. "That's one of the reasons you come
to Maine, for games like this."
learn how to be a nurse,
by being 
a[nurse]
Here's your chance to do what other students only read
about. To get one-on-one training and have a shot at a
schateirship worth thousands. It's all part of the Army
ROTC Nursing program. Talk to an Army ROTC advisor today
Because it's time you put your passion into practice.
ARMY 1RMIDIC WC:Me any other college coarse
Call ARMY ROTC
581-1125 to find out more
information about Army Nursing
you can take.
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Jenny Godsoe swam the 100-yard backstroke during Friday's swim meet with
Colby. The meet was an exhibition. (Scott Shelton photo.) 
UNH from page 16
Cindy Biron blast from the right point, but
came up empty.
The Black Bears seemed to lose their
legs early in the second, a condition that
proved costly. As Bir,on stepped out of the
penalty box, Zaban ripped a slapper from
the high slot that beat Froats to the glove
side for a 1-0 UNH lead.
Two minutes later, and thirteen sec-
onds into a UMaine power play, Zaban
broke in two-on-one with Tina Carrabba
and scored shorthanded.
At 10:47, Samantha Holmes stole the
puck at the Maine blueline and broke in
alone finding the back of the net on the
forehand for a 3-0 lead.
Maine seemed shaken and called timeout to
regroup. A few minutes later it appeared they
might get on the board when Alison Lorenz was
set up in front with Huggon out of position and
the net open. But the puck bounced over
Lorenz's stick and harmlessly out of the zone.
"I couldn't believe it," said a frustrated
Lorenz "The net was wide open, it bounced just
as I was about to hit it."
Holmes notched a shorthanded goal of her
own at 17:12, redirecting a Melissa McKenzie
pass at the left post. Zaban secured her hat trick
on the power play with 20 seconds remaining
in the period and UNH skated to the dressing
room after two periods with a 5-0 lead.
"We just broke down on special teams,"
said Maine head coach Rick Filighera. He
added that it was disappointing "because we
worked hard on that area this week."
Holmes potted her third goal of the
evening one minute into the third period,
skating in alone and going to the backhand
to beat Froats to the glove side. Tina
Carrabba closed out the New Hampshire
scoring on a pretty give and go with Zaban
in the left slot two minutes later.
Then things got ugly.
The Wildcats, with a 7-0 lead, got cocky
and Maine got frustrated. The result was some
chippy play that led to 13 penalites being whis-
tled over the game's final 16 minutes.
"They were doing a lot of talking out there,"
said Maine sophomore Kim Misikowetz, "and
they have that lead, so you get a little frustrated."
Sophomore Andrea Keller added "they
were really taking some runs at us and
being physical, I got a little tired of it."'
Keller administered two crunching body
checks to UNH players on the same shift late in
the period. The second check sent her to the
penalty box for elbowing. "It's something I'm
not proud of," said Keller, "but you have to
defend your team."
Perhaps most indicative of the UNH atti-
tude was Melissa McKenzie pointing to the
scoreboard with her stick as she skated to the
penalty box to serve a double-minor late in
the third period. As she made this move, her
teammates at the Wildcat bench banged their
sticks on the boards in support.
Filighera was mystified by the display.
"They're a very good team, they don't need to
do that stuff." In speaking of his own team's
reaction he noted that "our team is young and
that kind of stuff is tough to ignore. I called
them over with about three minutes left and
told them to play through it."
The coach says his team needs to be
more offensive minded around the opposi-
tion's net. "We need to shoot more and -
attack the net. We're just not very aggres-
sive in going to the net and it's really hurt-
ing us right now."
He did see some encouraging signs,
however, pointing out that "the Lorenz,
Biron and Keller line really played well,
they made a lot of things happen."
In speaking about the connection, Lorenz
said "we've only been together for a few
days but I felt really comfortable with them
tonight." Biron added "we'll only get better,
we compliment each other pretty well."
Keller summed up the best course of
action for Maine by saying, "We're a young
team, we just need to keep improving and
come back and beat New Hampshire."
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• Men's hockey
Bears beat Quinnipiac for weekend sweep
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Maine's Ben Guite gets checked during the Bears' 7-4 win over Quinnipiac on Sunday. (Caleb
Raynor photo.) 
• Women's hockey
UNH blanks Maine 7-0
By Jim Leonard
For the Maine Campus
The good news is that the
University of Maine women's
hockey team played even with
their heavily favored opposition,
the University of New
Hampshire Wildcats, for 40 min-
utes at the Alfond Arena on
Saturday night.
Unfortunately, the other 20
minutes didn't follow suit.
Between the 3:55 mark of the
second period and 3:38 of the
third, UNH racked up seven
goals enroute of a 7-0 shutout
victory. The loss dropped the
Black Bears to 2-8-0 overall, 1-
8-0 in conference. New
Hampshire improved to 9-2-0
and 7-2-0.
Seniors Carisa Zaban and
Samantha Holmes, each of whom
had a hat trick, led the Wildcats
who also received an outstanding
performance in net from freshman
goalie Jen Huggon (25 saves).
The Black Bears played their
best hockey of the season in the
first period. With their forwards
supporting the puck well and the
defense playing solid, UNH was
forced to settle for shots trrim the
perimeter which Maine goalie
Dawn Froats handled easily.
"I felt pretty good in the first,"
said Froats, a freshman, adding "I
was confident and the team was play-
ing really well in front of me."
Late in the period, New
Hampshire did get some good scoring
chances but Froats turned them away,
keeping the Wildcats off the board.
Maine had a number of odd-
woman rushes but couldn't con-
vert. They had two solid chances
late in the period on a Tracy
Caridade redirect in the slot and a
See UNH on page 15
By Eric Nelson
For the Maine Campus
Barrett Heisten scored two
goals and four assists to lead the
Maine men's hockey team to a
pair of wins this weekend.
"The puck just bounced my
way," Barrett Heisten said. "My
teammates got me the puck and I
actually did something with it."
Maine dominated the third
period this weekend, outscoring
Quinnipiac and Boston
University by a combined score
of 6-0 in the final frame.
Sunday afternoon: Maine
scored three goals in a span of
2:15 as they rallied from a 4-3
deficit to defeat Quinnipiac 7-4.
"We showed a lot of intestin-
al fortitude coming back," said
Maine captain Brendan Walsh.
Six different Black Bears tal-
lied goals, including two by
assistant captain Jim Leger.
Leger has scored goals in four
consecutive games dating back
to last weekend. against
Northeastern.
Maine came out flying to start
the game, but Quinnipiac opened the
scoring seven minutes in as Brian
Herbert roofed his own rebound
over a sprawling Mike Morrison.
Maine pulled even just over
two minutes later. Cory Larose
pulled the puck from between a
Quinnipiac defender's legs and
slid a pass to Ben Guite in the left
faceoff circle, who fired a one-
time shot past Braves' goaltender
Dan DiLeo.
The Braves and Black Bears
exchanged goals five minutes
into the second period, with Dan
Ennis scoring on a Quinnipiac
power play and Robert Ek finish-
ing off a two-on-one with Barrett
Heisten. Maine took a 3-2 lead
with three minutes to play in the
period on Martin Kariya's fifth
goal of the season, but it was
short-lived. Quinnipiac scored
two goals 29 seconds apart to
take a 4-3 lead into the locker
room.
"They were competitive, they
easily could have walked out of
here with a win," said Maine
head coach Shawn Walsh.
Matt Yeats replaced
Morrison, who finished the game
with 11 saves, to start the third
period, but he was hardly tested.
Maine dominated the third peri-
od, outshooting the Braves 12-1
and scoring on four of those
shots.
Barrett Heisten started the
comback with just under 10 min-
utes to play, taking a feed from
Peter Metcalf to score his team-
leading eighth goal of the season.
"We kind of rode his back
tonight," Shawn Walsh said. "I
think it's fitting that the guy who
tied the game was the dominant
individual in the game."
Leger gave Maine the lead
two minutes later on a backhand
See MEN'S HOCKEY
on page 14
,Sperts,
The University of Maine
men's and women's swim teams
swam in an exhibition meet
against Colby College on Friday
evening at the Stanley M.
Wallace pool.
For the women's team, Jessy
Madden had successful perform-
ances in the 100 and 200-meter
freestyle. Heather Krebs and
Courtney Dinan also showed
strength in the 500-meter
freestyle.
The women divers, Asheley
Simpson, Michele Thorton and
Esther Hatch all received their
.best scores of the season in the
one meter event.
The men's team also had a
successful meet.
"I was very pleased with
the time turned in by Jeremy
Chronister and Son Nyugen
in the 100 meter breaststroke,
coach Jeff Wren said.
Junior Dana Barrows
accomplished his best times
of the season in the 100-
meter butterfly and 500-
meter freestyle. Jamie
Cunningham gave a strong
performance in the 200-
meter freestyle. Freshmen
swimmers Bruce Boynton
and Nick Baser, along with
sophomore Jon DeWitt also
stood out in the exhibition
with good times in their
respective events.
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